The Global Financial Crisis

Subject Code (deprecated): ECON
Course Number: 363
Section Number: 01
Description:
Comprehensive survey of the causes, events, policy responses, and aftermath of the recent global financial crisis. Study of the dynamics of financial crises in a modern economy. Prerequisite: Successful completion of a course in introductory economics.

Instructor(s) from Econ Site: Andrew Metrick
Instructor Name from WEN: Andrew Metrick
Timothy Geithner
Meeting Pattern (deprecated): TTh 3.20-4.40
Term Code: 202003
Prerequisite List: Only intro micro as prerequisite
Category from Feed: YCSO
International
Macroeconomics
YXWR
Preregistration Meetings:
August 19, 2:00 - 3:00 pm EDT
https://yale.zoom.us/j/92042679975?pwd=TXJlaTRwdGozSURXY1U3SkgvR0dudz09

August 21, 3:00 - 4:00 pm EDT
https://yale.zoom.us/j/99956277058?pwd=Q1NBNXF3MDZwa2w5WWU5L0ZqZU1PQT09

Source URL: https://economics.yale.edu/undergraduate/courses/363/202003